
North Plaza
N A M I N G O P P O RT U N I T Y:  $ 2 0 0 , 0 0 0

The Conservatory’s North Plaza is the focal point of the 
Garden. It is often a visitor’s first stop when visiting the 

Garden and it is an awesome sight to behold.

Nestled between the Sunken Garden and the main revenue 

hub, nearly every visitor crosses through this plaza. Events 
are staged in this area, so visitors can be close to the ever-
changing perennials outside and amenities inside. The 

fountains can be heard and seen through iconic stone 
pavilions. The Play Area is just through the Woodlands, so 
the whole family will make its way through the Plaza.

The North Plaza’s expanse and prominent location within 
the park make it an ideal naming opportunity, with multiple 

options for signage, which will be coordinated with the 
donor.



South Plaza
N A M I N G O P P O RT U N I T Y:  $ 2 0 0 , 0 0 0

Upon exiting the south doors of the Conservatory, visitors 
will enter the South Plaza. A bed which touches both sides 

of the south wall makes for a comforting transition, which 
will be ideal for guests reserving the space for special 
events. The addition of turf, picnic tables, and a stone fire 

pit will also make the space an inviting destination within 
the Garden.

The South Plaza will be a major rental location for 
weddings, banquets and corporate events. It's a wonderful 
space joining the curated beauty of the cacti and 

succulents, and the nature beauty of the Turtle Mountain 
aspen forest.

The donor who selects the South Plaza as a named gift 
opportunity will secure a prominent location used for 
special events, which will create significant visibility.



Entry Drive 
N A M I N G  O P P O R T U N I T Y:  $ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0

The Conservatory’s Entry Drive is a main vehicle and foot 
path to the revenue hub and heart of the Garden. This area 

joins two main parking lots and runs just south of the 
Children's Play Area and Formal Area.

Shrubs, flowering perennials and trees will line the drive 
and sidewalks on the way to expanded parking, electric 
vehicle charger and a drop-off zone outside the 

Conservatory. The drive also features a great line of sight 
to the Conservatory from the north and east with large 
views of the plants inside.

The Entry Drive's prominent location within the park make it 
an ideal naming opportunity, with multiple options for 

signage, which will be coordinated with the donor.



You can play a role in transforming the International Peace Garden. 
Help us to create an expanded 

And restored cultural icon for the Province and State.
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